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Abstract 9 

To optimize the aerodynamic performance and reduce production losses of wind turbine 10 

operating in icing conditions, it is necessary to better understand the ice accretion physics along 11 

wind turbine blade. This paper describes a case study of ice accretion physics and its effects on 12 

aerodynamic performance of S826 and S832 airfoils for dry and wet ice conditions. Both these 13 

airfoils have different geometric characteristics and are suitable for horizontal axis wind turbine 14 

blade. Icing tunnel experiments are carried out at Cranfield University to understand and 15 

simulate the ice accretion on both profiles. Results show that difference in geometric 16 

characteristics of both airfoils affects the ice accretion and more complex ice shapes are 17 

observed in case of S832 profile compared to S826. Analysis show that ice thickness is higher 18 

in case of dry rime ice conditions as compared to wet ice, whereas more complex ice shapes 19 

are observed for wet ice conditions. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) based numerical 20 

analysis are carried out to study the airflow and droplets behaviour and to estimate the 21 

aerodynamic performance of both clean and iced profiles. No numerical simulations of ice 22 

accretion are carried out. CFD analysis show a change in airflow behaviour for iced profiles 23 

which leads to a decrease in aerodynamic performance, when compared with the clean profiles. 24 
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The change in aerodynamics performance is higher for S832 than S826 particularly for wet ice 25 

conditions.  26 

 27 
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1. Introduction 31 

In recent years, wind energy in ice prone cold regions has gained more interest due to the 32 

availability of good wind resources, but atmospheric icing is considered as hindrance in proper 33 

utilization of these good wind resources. Accreted ice on wind turbine blade changes its 34 

geometric shape, which affects the aerodynamic performance and leads to the power production 35 

losses. 1 In some cases, such losses have been reported to lead up to a 17% decrease in Annual 36 

Energy Production (AEP) and 20% to 50% in the aerodynamic performance. 2 Growing interest 37 

in better utilization of good wind resources in ice prone cold regions highlights the need of 38 

better understanding of ice accretion physics and finding innovative technological solutions for 39 

wind turbines operation in icing conditions to reduce the Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) and the 40 

Operational Expenditure (OPEX). In order to make the wind energy competitive with energy 41 

from fossil fuels, there has been a growing trend in the wind industry to scale up the turbine 42 

size to improve energy captured by a single wind turbine and thereby bring down the cost of 43 

power generation by economies-of-scale factors. In recent years, the cost of wind turbine has 44 

dropped significantly, which shows that, “It has become more economical to install wind power 45 

plants than using fossil fuels”.3 This trend also highlights the importance of better 46 

understanding of ice accretion physics for wind turbines operation in wind rich cold regions. 47 

 48 

Atmospheric ice accretion on wind turbine blades mainly occurs due to the impingement of 49 

super-cooled water droplets, which may freeze on blade surface immediately or after a short 50 



 

 

 

delay.4 Ice accretion on wind turbine blade mainly occurs along leading edge, which affects the 51 

airflow and droplet behaviour and reduces its aerodynamic performance.5 VTT technical 52 

research centre of Finland conducted a study to estimate the performance losses due to ice 53 

accretion for NREL 5MW wind turbine and found a decrease of 27% in its performance due to 54 

ice accretion.6-7 Ice accretion depends on both operating and geometric characteristics of the 55 

wind turbine blade. On same operating conditions, blade profiles with different geometry will 56 

result in different accreted ice shapes. Most investigations about ice accretion effects on wind 57 

turbine aerodynamic performance has been performed by using ordinary wind tunnel with 58 

artificial ice templates attached.8 Results from icing wind tunnel are more accurate, but due to 59 

complex setup and higher experimental cost, not many icing tunnel studies has been carried out 60 

to simulate the ice accretion on wind turbine blade profiles. NASA has conducted many studies 61 

about ice accretion on aircraft wing profiles using icing tunnels from 1940 to 1960, which has 62 

provided a useful insight to researcher about ice accretion physics.9 In recent years, CFD based 63 

numerical simulations have also begun to play a significant role in simulating and determining 64 

the performance of wind turbine blade profiles under icing conditions.10-13 
65 

 66 

S- Family airfoils are designed by National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) with a focus 67 

to use for different size of wind turbine blades. Due to good aerodynamic characteristics, S 68 

family airfoils are being used by wind turbine blade designers. For this study, analysis has been 69 

carried out using S826 & S832 airfoils, which are suitable for horizontal axis wind turbine 70 

blades. NREL has performed a series of ordinary wind tunnel experiments to study the 71 

aerodynamic performance of different un-iced (clean) ‘S family’ (S825, S826, S830, S831, 72 

S832) airfoils.14-16 However, there is not any published data available about icing tunnel 73 

experimental study of these profiles. Researchers from Norwegian University of Science and 74 

Technology (NTNU) have performed CFD simulations and ordinary wind tunnel 75 



 

experimentation of S826 airfoil, where they first used CFD simulations to simulate the accreted 76 

ice shapes and then manufactured the ice templates to attached them with clean S826 airfoil to 77 

study the aerodynamic characteristics using ordinary wind tunnel.17-18   78 

 79 

This paper presents an icing tunnel experimental study of ice accretion on S826 and S832 80 

airfoils to better understand the ice accretion physics for dry and wet ice conditions and its 81 

effects on aerodynamic performance. Icing tunnel experiments are carried out at Cranfield 82 

University UK, whereas to study the airflow and droplets behaviour for iced and clean airfoils, 83 

CFD-based numerical study is performed using ANSYS-FENSAPICE-FLUENT, which also 84 

provided an insight of aerodynamic performance comparison for clean and iced profiles.  85 

 86 

2. Icing Tunnel Experimental Study 87 

2.1 Experimental Setup  88 

The experimental study is carried out at the icing tunnel laboratory of Cranfield University 89 

(CU), UK19. Both profiles are manufactured with the span of 758 mm and the chord length of 90 

500 mm. The surfaces of these profiles are made of galvanized steel (VGAL.V.D×SID+Z275) 91 

with average surface roughness of 1 microns. Icing wind tunnel facility at CU has test section 92 

size (761×761 mm) and can create realistic icing conditions for Median Volume Diameter 93 

(MVD) ranging from 15-80 microns, Liquid Water Content (LWC) from 0.05-3 g/m3 and air 94 

temperature from -30 to +30 °C. Figure 1 shows the schematic view of the experimental setup 95 

of icing tunnel with mounting of the blade profile.  96 

 97 



 

 

 

 98 

Figure 1: CU icing tunnel experimental setup.  99 

To closely monitor the ice accretion along each profile, three High Definition 4 cameras (two 100 

for side view and one from top view) are used for video recording and pictures. Accreted ice 101 

shapes are extracted and sketched manually after each experiment. These experiments are 102 

carried out at Reynolds number = 3×106 and angle of attack (AOA) = 0° for both dry (rime) 103 

and wet (glaze) ice conditions. Table 1 presents the operating conditions used for this 104 

experimental study.  105 

Table 1: Icing tunnel experimental conditions 106 

Airfoil Test Ice Type 

Velocity 

(m/s) 

Temperature 

(0C) 

LWC 

(g/m3) 

MVD 

(microns) 

AOA 

(degree) 

Time  

(mins) 

S826 

1 Wet 77 -5 

 

0.35 

 

20 0 

 

15 

 

2 Dry 70 -20 

S832 

3 Wet 77 -5 

4 Dry 70 -20 

 107 



 

In order to better monitor the icing tunnel operation, various operating parameters of icing 108 

tunnel are also closely monitored to ensure the smooth operation. Droplet MVD of 20 microns 109 

is used with the droplet distribution spectrum consisting of 60 bins. Figure 2 shows the droplet 110 

distribution spectrum used for this study in addition to the variations in wind speed and total 111 

temperature at the icing tunnel test section for both dry and wet ice conditions.  112 

 113 

Figure 2: Icing tunnel operating conditions variation & droplet distribution spectrum used. 114 

2.2 Experimental Results 115 

During each experiment, ice accretion was monitored from three different views using HD 116 

cameras. Figures 3 & 4 show the ice growth along both profiles for dry and wet ice conditions 117 

during the experimental time span.  118 

 119 

 120 

Figure 3: Overview of wet ice growth along S826 and S832 profiles. 121 



 

 

 

 122 

Figure 4: Overview of dry ice growth along S826 and S832 profiles. 123 

To get the accreted ice shapes after each experiment, the ice chunks were cut from centre section 124 

of each profile. Figure 5 shows the cut-out cross section and resultant ice shape from each 125 

experiment. These ice shapes were sketched manually from each cut out on grid paper and then 126 

was digitalized using computer aided design software – SolidWorks.  127 

 128 

 129 

Figure 5: Experimental ice shapes for dry and wet ice conditions.  130 



 

Both these airfoils have different geometric shapes, where S826 has more curvature along 131 

pressure side, whereas in case of S832 pressure side is having very small curvature and looks 132 

almost flat. Due to difference in the geometric characteristics, accreted ice shapes and wetted 133 

surface area covered by ice along pressure and suction sides of both profiles is different. For 134 

both profile sections, ice mainly accreted along leading edge, but distribution of ice is different 135 

along pressure and suction sides. For S826, ice accretion is extended on both sides almost 136 

equally, where as in case of S832, ice is mainly accreted along suction side of the profile and 137 

very less ice is accreted along pressure side.  138 

 139 

Large individual ice feathery spikes pointing perpendicular to the profile surface are observed. 140 

For S826 profile section, the feathery spikes of ice are concentrated, connected and densely 141 

packed with direction of feather growing parallel to the airflow, while for S832 airfoil, the 142 

feathery spikes are loosely connected to the direction of growth being perpendicular to the 143 

profile surface. Results show that for wet ice conditions, the ice shapes are more complex along 144 

leading edge when compared with the dry ice conditions. This is mainly due to the low freezing 145 

rate of the super cooled water droplets impinging along the profile surface. For wet ice 146 

conditions, high aerodynamic forces along stagnation line of the blade profile push the non-147 

freezing water droplets towards upper and lower sides of the profile surface, which resulted in 148 

horn shape ice along leading edge. For dry ice conditions, all impinged droplets freeze, which 149 

resulted in more streamlined ice shapes. For case of wet ice conditions, experimental results 150 

show that ice accumulation extended  along chord length about 5%-10% for S826 profile and 151 

15%-20% for S832 profile section, whereas for the dry ice conditions, ice accumulation extends 152 

towards the chord length approximately up to 25% for both S826 and S832 profiles. To avoid 153 

side wall effects of icing wind tunnel, these measurements were taken from centre section of 154 

the blade profiles. Table 2 shows the maximum ice thickness for each profile. 155 



 

 

 

Table 2: Maximum ice thickness 156 

 Max ice thickness (mm) 

S826 S832 

Wet Ice 18.5 18  

Dry Ice 35.5 33.55 

  157 

3. Numerical Study 158 

CFD-based numerical analyses are carried out using ANSYS-FENSAPICE-FLUENT. The 159 

objective of this numerical study is to analyse the airflow and droplet behaviour along clean 160 

and iced profiles obtained from icing tunnel experiments and study the aerodynamic 161 

characteristic. No numerical simulations of ice accretion are carried out. These CFD 162 

simulations provided an insight of the airflow and droplet behaviour, which was not easy to 163 

study from experiments. The numerical study of airflow behaviour is performed by solving 164 

nonlinear partial differential equations for the conservation of mass, momentum and energy. 165 

𝜕𝜌𝛼1

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇⃗⃗ (𝜌𝛼1

𝒗𝛼1
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ) = 0                                                                                                                   (1) 166 

𝜕𝜌𝛼1𝒗𝛼1⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 

𝜕𝑡
+∇⃗⃗ (𝜌𝛼1

𝒗𝛼1
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗    𝒗𝛼1
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𝑔                                                                                       (2) 167 

𝜕𝜌𝛼1𝐸𝛼1

𝜕𝑡
+∇⃗⃗ (𝜌𝛼1

𝒗𝛼1
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  𝐻𝛼1
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𝑖𝑗) + 𝝆𝛼1

𝑔 𝒗𝛼1
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗                                                          (3) 168 

Where ρ is the density of air, v is the velocity vector, subscript α1 refers to the air solution, T 169 

refers to the air static temperature in Kelvin, 𝜎𝑖𝑗 is the stress tensor, E and H are the total initial 170 

energy and enthalpy respectively.  Two phase flow (air and water droplets) is simulated using 171 

the Eulerian approach, where super cooled water droplets are assumed to be spherical. The 172 

Eulerian two phase fluid model consists of the Navier-Stokes equation with the water droplets 173 

continuity and momentum equation. The water droplet drag coefficient is based on the empirical 174 

correlation for the flow around the spherical droplets described by Clift et al.20  175 
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 178 

Where α2 is the water volume fraction, 𝑉𝑑
̅̅ ̅  is the droplet velocity, CD is the droplet drag 179 

coefficient and Fr is the Froude number, u0 is a characteristic flow velocity, g0 is in general a 180 

characteristic external field, and l0 is a characteristic length. The numerical analyses are carried 181 

out using custom droplet diameters distribution spectrums used in CU icing tunnel for MVD = 182 

20 microns.  183 

 184 

Mesh sensitivity study was carried out using coarse, medium and fine meshes to accurately 185 

determine the boundary layer characteristics (shear stress and heat flux). During mesh 186 

sensitivity analysis, number of mesh elements and y+ value less than 1 for first cell layer was 187 

selected based upon the heat flux calculations, where a numerical check was imposed that the 188 

heat flux computed with the classical formulae dT/dn should be comparable with the heat flux 189 

computed with the Gresho’s method. Mesh sensitivity study showed that the effect of mesh size 190 

on droplet solution was negligible, however some flow quantities including convective heat 191 

flux on the blade surface was sensitive to the mesh size. After mesh sensitivity analysis, C type 192 

structured numerical grid with approx. 75,000 grid cells was used. K-omega SST turbulence 193 

model is used as a compromise between acceptable computational cost and required accuracy 194 

for simulating the turbulent flow.  Figure 6 shows the numerical grid of iced profiles used in 195 

this study. The numerical simulations are carried out at operating conditions specified in Table 196 

3. 197 



 

 

 

 198 

Figure 6: Numerical grid for iced S826 and S832 airfoils. 199 

Table 3: Numerical setup 200 

Ice type Wet ice Dry ice 

Chord length (m) 0.5 

Angle of attack (degree) 0 

Air velocity (m/s) 77 70 

Temperature (Celsius) -5 -20 

MVD (microns) 20 

Droplet distribution Customer distribution from CU (see Figure 2) 

LWC (g/m3) 0.35 

 201 

3.1 Numerical Results  202 

Ice accretion along each profile changes its geometric shape, which affects the flow behaviour 203 

along pressure and suction sides of the profile and results a change in its aerodynamic 204 

performance. In this study, CFD based numerical analysis are carried out to simulate the airflow 205 

behaviour using experimental iced profile shapes. Figure 7 shows the velocity streamlines for 206 

each case, where results show more complex flow separation for wet ice cases due to presence 207 

of ice horns along leading edge. For S826, the wet ice shape along leading edge is less complex 208 

as compared to S832, where a big ice horn is present at leading edge and ice is mainly accreted 209 

along the suction side. Due to such ice growth, airflow separation along S832 leading edge is 210 

more complex as compared to S826.  211 



 

 212 

Figure 7: Velocity streamlines along iced profiles. 213 

To understand the droplet behaviour along clean and iced profiles, numerical analysis are 214 

carried out to make a comparison of droplet collision efficiency. Droplet collision efficiency is 215 

the calculation of possibility of droplets impinging on the blade surface, as all droplets 216 

suspended in the air will not collide with the blade surface due to blade profile geometric 217 

features and flow behaviour. Droplet collision efficiency can be defined as the flux density of 218 

the droplets striking the surface in relation to the maximum possible. The numerical analyses 219 

are carried out using custom droplet diameters distribution spectrums used in CU icing tunnel 220 

for MVD = 20 microns. Figure 8 shows the comparison of droplet collision efficiency along 221 

both profiles for clean and iced conditions, where a change in droplet behaviour is observed.  222 

      223 

Figure 8: Droplet collision efficiency comparison. 224 



 

 

 

Results show a decrease in maximum droplet collision efficiency for iced profiles, where as an 225 

increase in the droplet impingement area is observed, when compared with the clean profile. 226 

This change in the droplet impingement behaviour is mainly due to change in profile geometric 227 

shape after ice accretion. Figure 9 presents a comparison of droplet impingement locations 228 

along clean and iced profiles. Results show an increase in the profile surface area under 229 

impingement of droplets in case of iced profiles.  230 

 231 

Figure 9: Droplet collision efficiency and impingement location along clean and iced profiles. 232 

3.2 Aerodynamic Performance Analysis 233 

To study the change in aerodynamics characteristics due to ice accretion, a detailed parametric 234 

numerical study is carried out using ANSYS-FLUENT. To validate the numerical setup, first 235 

the CFD simulations of clean S826 & S832 are carried out to estimate the aerodynamic 236 

characteristics and results are compared with the published experimental NREL wind tunnel 237 

data of both airfoils. After that CFD simulations of airflow behaviour over ice profiles are 238 

carried out and aerodynamic charactsirtics are calculated and compared with the clean profile. 239 

The iced profile shapes obtained from experiments are used. Flow is simulated at different 240 

AOA’s and comparison is made with the experimental aerodynamic characteristics of clean 241 

S826 and S832 airfoils.14-15. Figure 10 shows the aerodynamic coefficients of both clean and 242 



 

iced profiles, where experimental NREL clean represents the experimental results (AOA=-5° 243 

to 10°) of clean profile14-15. Results show a decrease in lift coefficients and increase in drag 244 

coefficient for iced profiles. This change is more significant for wet iced profiles, because of 245 

higher flow separation due to complex accreted ice shapes along leading edge.  246 

 247 

Figure 10: Comparison of aerodynamic performance for clean and iced profiles. 248 

 249 

Figure 11 presents the pressure coefficients distribution along clean and iced profiles at AOA= 250 

-5°, 0° & 5°. Results show that due to ice accretion along leading edge, the pressure coefficient 251 

of iced profile is quite different from clean profile. This change in pressure coefficient is more 252 

significant along leading edge and is quite dependant on accreted ice shape and distribution 253 

along pressure and suction sides. In case of wet ice more complex ice shapes are observed and 254 

the change in pressure coefficient is more significant.  255 

 256 



 

 

 

 257 

Figure 11: Pressure coefficient of clean and iced profiles at different AOA. 258 

4. Conclusion 259 

This study provides a good insight of ice accretion physics and its effect on aerodynamic 260 

performance of S826 & S832 airfoils. Results show that ice accreted differently along both 261 

profiles due to different geometric features. More complex ice shapes are observed in case of 262 

S832 profile when compared with S826. Horn type complex ice shapes are observed for both 263 

profiles in case of wet ice conditions mainly due to low freezing fraction and higher water run 264 

back. Analysis show that accreted ice distribution along pressure and suction sides of both 265 

profiles is different. In case of S826, for wet ice conditions, it is about 5%-10% and 15%-20% 266 

for S832 profile section, whereas for the dry ice conditions, ice accumulation extends towards 267 

the chord length approximately up to 25% for S826 and S832 airfoil. This is useful information 268 

for design of anti/de-icing systems for the wind turbine blades consisting of S826 or S832 269 



 

airfoils. Numerical analysis of experimental iced profiles show a decrease in the aerodynamic 270 

characteristics of iced airfoils when it is compared with the clean airfoils. Changes in 271 

aerodynamic characteristics for S832 are higher than S826 particularly for wet ice conditions.  272 

 273 
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